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Abstract
Iranian bilinguals whose first language was Persian 
(Farsi) and second language English were compared for their 
ability to rem.ember information from visually presented news 
bulletins.
Four different experiments were conducted and subjects 
were asked to read two news bulletins, each in one of the two 
languages and were asked questions in the corresponding 
language. They were also tested for their comprehension of 
two similar bulletins, each in one of the two languages, by 
answering questions with the text still present.
In the first experiment 32 adults were tested. The 
results showed that more information was remembered in the 
first (native) language in both immediate and delayed recall, 
even when the results were adjusted for differences in the 
comprehension test between the two languages.
Subjects in the second test were 3 2 students studying 
in England. They were asked to read the same news bulletins, 
but questions were half in Farsi and half in English. The 
results of the second experiment (students) showed no 
difference due to the language of the bulletins or the 
questions.
In the third experiment a total of 48 adults and students 
were tested in the same manner as the second group. Out of 
48 subjects, 16 were students, 16 were adults (non-students) 
living in London and 16 adults (non-students) living in 
Tehran, Iran. This experiment showed that there were
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differences between the groups in the effect of test 
language on memory. The superiority of the Farsi test 
was greater in the Tehran group and absent in the student 
group and the London group. Adjusting the results for 
differences in comprehension did not change these con­
clusions .
The fourth experiment tested 64 students in Tehran 
studying English for their first degree. Subjects were 
given unlimited time to read the texts as in previous 
experiments, or a restricted time. No effect of the time 
factor was found. Subjects were divided into more fluent 
and less fluent groups in English on the basis of the 
comprehension test. The fluent group showed superior 
memory in both languages. Results were also affected by 
question language, which interacted with text language. 
Results were superior when text and questions were in the 
same language.
Overall in the four experiments recall of information 
in English text was inferior to recall of information in 
Farsi text mainly in groups which had not used English 
much. Better comprehension and greater experience in 
using the second language reduced this difference.
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CHAPTER I: INTODÜCTION
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Introduction
Multilingualism in general and bilingualism in particular 
is one of the areas which needs to be given attention from 
different perspectives. It is the consequences of technology 
and world progress today which bring about the natural tendency 
for individuals to learn a second language other than their 
own.
Bilingual individuals using two different sets of coding 
systems are interesting subjects for the study of their 
information processing, learning, memory and thinking. It is 
also interesting to find out whether they are different from 
monolinguals in these areas. As Dornic (1979) states: 'in a
bilingual, the processing or acquisition of information can be 
separated from the information itself'. Similarly, Rose (1975) 
mentions the importance of bilinguals in this phrase: 'the
bilingual is the subject par excellence for investigation of 
cognitive processes'.
I. Comparison of Bilinguals and Monolinguals
Due to the reasons mentioned above, there have been 
studies carried out on bilingualism, each examining this 
issue from one aspect and trying to answer many questions, 
but there have not been definite answers to these. For 
example. Rose (1975) questioned a number of people about their 
self-evaluation of bilingual memory processes in connection 
with translation. He found that while most subjects felt' 
that they mentally translate, the vast majority also felt 
that they remembered the communication language. In
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connection with the last judgement it should be noted that 
empirical studies indicate that bilinguals recall information 
in the correct language if they recall it at all. Taken 
together, the two judgements may indicate an operation by 
which a language 'tag' is added to information stored in long­
term memory regardless of any translation process.
Dornic (1980) states that in some industralised countries, 
over 10% of inhabitants receive, store, organise and use 
information in a language different from their dominant 
language. Most often this brings about a lower information 
processing capacity. In a number of everyday situations, 
particularly those involving complex tasks, high mental load 
or stress, the bilingual using his non-dominant language is 
inevitably inferior, his language processing can be slowed 
down or rendered less precise. 'While it is true that for 
basic psychological research in cognitive process, a balanced 
bilingual (who is native-like in both of his languages) is an 
ideal subject, from the practical point of view the non­
balanced one is more important. This is because he represents 
the most typical group of bilinguals in the world today. It 
is this type of bilingual who frequently faces serious 
problems when having to process information in his weaker 
language' (Dornic, 1980). Furthermore what is interesting is 
that even in balanced bilinguals there might be a latent 
dominance which becomes apparent in a situation involving stress 
The stress may be an environmental stress like noise, as well 
as emotional or social stress. The imbalance may become 
evident in various forms: most often, speed of processing
(reaction time) is affected in the first place. The fact that 
reaction time is affected and information processing can be
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slowed down implies that more complex activities like 
remembering information may be affected as well.
Dornic (1979) investigated the difference in speed 
between the dominant and subordinate language of bilinguals 
and mainly focussed on comprehension and production of 
spoken language. He mentions that 'It is these simple 
processes that most often cause a chain reaction - a 
considerable deterioration in more complex operations'.
He adds: 'if a person is slower in performing an extremely
simple comprehension task in his second language, he will 
also comprehend less when listening to a lecture in that 
language.' Speed increases as a function of experience 
with a language, both for comprehension and production.
Although the results of research in recent years are 
not clear, most of it indicates that comprehension speed 
in the bilingual's second language is generally slower 
than in his first language, even after using the second 
language for many years. This is even true for high- 
frequency words where one would expect complete automaticity 
of decoding (Dornic, 1979 and Magiste, 1979).
Lambert's study (1955) in which the purpose was to 
measure decoding time for verbal material in bilinguals 
showed that speed of response depended clearly on experience 
with a language. Dornic (1977b) in a similar experiment, 
reports the same results, i.e., the speed of response was 
repeatedly shown to be slower in the language with which 
the bilinguals have had relatively less experience.
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Macnamara (1967b) found that bilinguals could match words 
with pictures much faster in their dominant language. 
Similarly, Scherer and Wertheimer (1964) as well as Kolers 
(1966a) found that bilinguals comprehend material in their 
dominant language better than in their subordinate language.
To name colours, digits or pictures in a second language 
is slower and this is especially clear under stress. Although 
verbal labels for colours and digits are usually well learned 
in both of the bilingual's languages, most of the measurements 
for reaction time are reported to be faster in the first 
language than in the second language (Dornic, 197 9; Preston 
and Lambert, 1969; and Hamers and Lambert, 1972).
In Ervin's test (1961 ), the subject had to nam.e common 
objects in pictures. Subjects were far better in their 
stronger language. Italian bilinguals were tested for recall, 
of pictorial material using English and Italian during 
learning and during recall. Pictures easier to name in the 
bilingual's more fluent language were recalled significantly 
more often in that language, regardless,of the language of 
learning. Optimal circumstances for recall of such pictures 
were learning and recall in the dominant language, if 
exposure-time during learning was controlled. The worst 
condition for recall was learning in the dominant language 
and recall in the other language.
Guttierrez-Marsh and Hippie Maki (1976) gave subjects a 
simple arithmetic task and found that they performed more 
slowly in their second language. Macnamara, Krauthamer and 
Bolgar (1968) did not find any difference in a simple number-
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naming task between bilinguals with 'some knowledge' of a 
second language and bilinguals who were 'equally competent' 
in both languages. In this respect Dornic (1979) believes that 
the discrepancies reported in the literature may often be 
related to the difference in the ways the subjects had learned 
their languages, or to other factors that are extremely 
difficult to control in the process of estimating a bilingual's 
background.
Papioannou and Padilla (1982) have looked at word formation 
from trigrams in Greek-English bilinguals. From the results 
it is apparent that the English-dominant subjects formed more 
words in English while the Greek-dominant subjects used the 
trigrams to form more words in Greek regardless of the 
language of instruction. Balanced bilinguals fell midway 
between both dominant language groups. This study favours the 
idea that non-balanced bilinguals are more efficient in their 
better language as far as this particular ability is concerned. 
This also may be true of non-balanced bilinguals' memory which 
will be investigated in the present paper.
Although the studies carried out were done for different 
purposes, there is one common point about all of them which 
draws the attention, and that is faster and better information 
processing in bilinguals' dominant language. This can be 
observed both in simple reaction time and in comprehension 
and production processes.
Despite different research done in the field of bilingualism, 
such as that concerned with reaction time and word formation 
in the two languages of bilinguals, matching words with
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pictures, comprehension of material in the dominant and non­
dominant language and naming colours, digits or pictures in a 
second language, all of which have greatly added to our 
knowledge in the field, we still know little about bilinguals' 
performance (such as recall) when presented with a sequence of 
information such as a passage of prose. It would be informative 
to find out if bilinguals presented with a piece of prose in 
both of their languages would produce better results in the 
memory for their dominant language. Recall for information 
presented in a passage to monolinguals received attention for 
the first time by Bartlett and was introduced in his book in
1932. He pointed out: 'most of the memory that we experience
in everyday life is not concerned with isolated items. Most 
of the memory that we experience in everyday life is concerned 
with sequences of events which typically form part of an
organised whole. So a passage of prose seems more likely than
a list of unrelated words to provide an analogue to memory in 
everyday life'.
A study carried out by Skotko (19 79) with an educational 
purpose as its aim stresses the point that a minimum 
proficiency in a second language must be obtained before a 
student can learn effectively in that language. He compares 
two groups of 16 subjects each, in which one group had English 
as their first language and Spanish as their second language 
and the other group vice versa. They were presented with two 
texts; one in English and one in Spanish and later were asked 
eight questions from each text. The result was that the main 
effects for text and questions were both significantly reliable, 
performance being better with the first language.
Together with the rest of the research mentioned earlier 
it can be concluded that information processing is more efficient 
in the dominant language. The present study aims to investigate 
the recall in bilinguals' two languages. The incentive for 
this investigation was the problem of forgetting names, things 
to be done and other similar memory problems in a second 
language (English) which was noticed by the author and her 
friends. It was carried out to find out empirically if this 
was related to language problems which a bilingual may have.
In this research a group of Iranian bilinguals will be compared 
for their retention of information presented in prose in their 
first and second language.
There were several differences between the present research 
and that carried out by Skotko (1979). 1. In his experiment
he used a recognition method while in the present experiment 
a recall task was used. 2. His subjects were young school 
children, but here they are adults. 3. He used two types of 
bilinguals: Spanish preference and English preference; while 
for all the subjects in the present experiments, only one 
language (Farsi) was the preferred language. 4. Skotko's 
major purpose of the experiment was to discriminate between 
two models of semantic memory. The present experiments were 
done with the purpose of finding out the difference in ability 
to recall in two languages. In the present experiment short­
term recall and long-term recall were both measured, while in 
Skotko's study only short-term recall was measured.
2 Storage systems of bilinguals
It seems appropriate to discuss the important issue of 
the storage system in bilinguals. The question of whether 
information in bilinguals' memory is stored as concepts or
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language-attached units, has received a good deal of 
attention.
Two main hypotheses have been proposed; the separate- 
storage hypothesis and the comm.on-store hypothesis. In the 
first one it is assum.ed that the bilingual has two language- 
specific memory systems and the storage in either one of these 
depends on the language of input while in the second 
hypothesis the assumption is that items are stored in the 
bilingual's memory in the form of language-free concepts, 
regardless of the language of input. According to the 
separate storage hypothesis translation of a word would be 
regarded as a new item while it would be regarded as an old 
item in a common-store hypothesis. Kolers (1968) demonstrated 
these two storage systems in an interesting way. He regards 
the mind as a storage tank and languages as taps. There are 
two possibilities: (a) that there is only one tank in which
all the information is stored. According to his need, a 
bilingual chooses one tap or the other. The taps are the 
rules of grarmmar. The information being tapped would always 
be the same, but its appearance and form would differ;
(b) that the information in the mind is kept in two different 
tanks depending fundamentally on the language that was used 
to put it there. There will be also one tap for each of the 
tanks. In this situation, a bilingual person has access to 
different information when he uses the different taps. To 
examine these two hypotheses, Kolers uses word-association 
tests. From the results he concluded that neither of the 
two hypotheses could be accepted on its own.
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As it is mentioned by Dornic (1979), most of bilingual 
memory research has given support to the common-store 
hypothesis. Some of the studies will now be discussed.
Kolers (1966b) was the first to demonstrate the 'bilingual 
equivalent effect', i.e., that translation equivalents behave 
as old items, in short-term memory. Kintsch (1970) observed 
false recognitions of translation equivalents, and Kintsch 
and Kintsch (1969) found interlingual interference in paired 
associated learning. Young and Saegert (1966) and Young and 
Webber (1967) observed that associations formed in one 
language can interfere with or facilitate the information 
of new associations in another language. Young and Navar 
(1968) demonstrated interlingual retroactive inhibition.
They showed that forgetting in one language occurs as a 
function of associations formed in the other language.
Lopez and Young (1974) found positive transfer effects to be 
uniform both between and within languages. Wolf (1977), 
using primes and targets in her experiment, proved that 
priming due to semantic relatedness occurs even if the prime 
and the target are not in the same language. McLeod (1976), 
using the 'savings method' as a measure of Jong-term retention, 
also provided support for common-store theory. Support for 
the separate-storage model is much less. For example, Goggin 
and Wickens' (1971) demonstration of release from proactive
interference as a result of language change in short-term 
memory can be interpreted as giving support to that hypothesis. 
Most often however, the fact that bilinguals can store informa­
tion about the language of input surprisingly well is thought 
of as supporting the idea of language specific storage.
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Dornic (1979) believes that it is more sensible, as in 
many similar cases in which problems are formulated in an 
extreme manner, to accept a commonsense hypothesis and expect 
both language-specific storage and language-free storage to 
take place, depending on the task demand.
Hines (1978) investigated the relationship between the 
bilingual's two languages concerning information processing. 
Bearing in mind that two models of independence and inter­
dependence have been proposed, he tries to show that none of 
these extreme models alone would answer the question of 
translation, for which according to his experiments the 
inter-dependence model would be useful, and the question of 
avoiding intrusions during normal speech, for which the 
independence model would be useful.
There are also other studies carried out concerning 
bilingualism which are not directly related to this thesis.
For example, dual coding (verbal/non-verbal) was the subject 
in question for Paivio and Lambert (1981) and Paivio and 
Derochers (1980). The study compared the effect of verbal/ 
non-verbal and bilingual coding on recall. The results of the 
two experiments were completely consistent with predictions 
from the bilingual dual coding hypothesis. Paivio and 
Derochers proposed that the bilingual's two verbal systems 
and a common imagery system are all partially interconnected 
but capable of functioning independently.
3 Comprehension and Retention of Prose
There are a number of factors which are important in 
understanding and retaining information from passages of prose
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These factors may be named as follows: context, pictorial 
setting, title, instruction, reader's background and schemata.
To discuss the context, first we have to hear in mind 
that, to understand the language, the meaning of words should 
be understood, then comes the meaning of the sentence and 
finally the meaning of the passage as a whole. These are all 
related to the context of which they are a part. Although the 
meaning of the words remains almost the same, in a different 
context they may give us a different impression of the 
situation. For example, a 'mess' in a yard suggests a very 
different situation from a 'mess’ on a desk or a 'mess' in 
which someone finds himself. Similarly the meaning of a 
sentence depends very much on the context in which it is 
read. 'The cupboard was a large one' in a context with the 
idea of trying to put something on top of it means something 
different from the situation of trying to put something 
inside by pushing it to the back of the cupboard. The first 
one means it is tall and the second one means it is deep.
Kolers (1968) in order to show the necessity of having the 
appropriate context to understand any simple sentence, mentions 
the interesting story of bewilderment of a foreign visitor 
to New York when he saw a sign saying 'Bus Stop, No Standing'. 
Lacking the context that would be familiar to any New Yorker 
driving a car, he at first took the sign to mean that he was 
supposed to sit down while waiting for the bus.
It is very important to notice that it is essential to 
comprehend before trying to remember. Bransford and Johnson 
(1973) proved this in connection with pictorial settings : in
general, the context influences the way in which we process
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prose material. It influences our interpretation of words, 
sentences and even the whole passage, whether these be 
ambiguous or straightforward. All that is mentioned above 
comes under a single cognitive process which is known as the 
schema (Schank and Abelson, 1977). A schema can be considered
as generalised knowledge about events, situations or objects.
In a simple way, it can be said that people have schemata 
for how to build a house, what happens in a restaurant or how 
to prepare a dish of rice. As an example, if a friend begins 
to tell us about having dinner in a restaurant one would try 
to fit the incoming information into our existing framework 
of knowledge pertaining to restaurants - our restaurant schema. 
This schema consists of four main components: entering,
ordering, eating and leaving. Each of these components is 
subdivided into several other components. Each subcomponent 
could be broken down further. Thus the components in the 
schema can be thought of as sub-schemata. In a test carried 
out by Bower, Black and Turner (1979), they found out that 
although eating at a restaurant could be described in many 
ways, yet there was extensive agreement in the language people 
used to describe the event and out of 7 30 actions mentioned 
in all by the subjects, only four were completely unique, given 
only by one person. Particular actions, for example, were 
mentioned by almost all of the subjects. This test showed that 
subjects had similar schemata for eating at a restaurant. As 
soon as someone says 'I had lunch at a new restaurant’, the 
word restaurant would activate our restaurant schema, preparing 
us to hear about the quality of the food, the prices and other 
things. It is as though the schema has slots. As we listen, 
we fill in the open slots by the details of what we were
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listening to. So the result is a combined knowledge of our 
schema for restaurant plus the information received from what 
we heard. If the information is not provided to fill in the 
slots, usually the person fills them by assigning them typical 
values. This depends upon the person’s history. When all the 
slots are filled, the schema has been introduced and the 
comprehension process has been completed. One important point 
about schemata is that, they are usually modified by new 
information. For instance, a schema for eating at a restaurant 
for a child does not have the step of ’leaving a tip’. As he 
grows older and pays tips, this would be included in his 
schema. The ability to construct and to modify schemata 
contributes greatly to our ability to learn.
Schemata have an important role in how people process 
prose material. It is believed that the comprehension process 
involves the schemata that the reader selects for the reading 
task as well as the information that is presented in the 
passage itself. If there is not an appropriate schema available, 
it means that the text or whatever is being studied would be 
difficult to understand or interpret. To appreciate the close 
relation between comprehension and memory, try to imagine the 
frustrating moments when you have read a difficult and 
complicated section and want to remember what you have read.
It is probably hard to remember, or at least few facts have 
been retained.
4 Depth of Processing
Any stimulus in our surroundings, either simple or 
complicated, has to be analysed in order to be comprehended 
and remembered.
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Earlier, the multi-store approach of Atkinson and Shiffrin 
(1968), in which three kinds of memory store have been 
postulated (sensory store, the short-term store and the long­
term store) was believed to describe the basic structure of 
memory. In the multi-store model, each store acted as a 
separate box, the purpose of which was the storage of 
information. This view is now considered to be too rigid.
Craik and Lockhart (1972) have proposed a more flexible 
'levels of processing' view of memory. They suggested that 
information is analysed in stages or levels of processing.
It is said that preliminary levels of analysis are concerned 
with the physical characteristics of the stimulus, like its 
shape, sound and brightness, while in higher levels, the meaning 
and its connection and relation to other information already 
in the system is considered. In other words, the levels range 
from shallow to deep. Each analysis can produce a memory trace. 
Trace durability is assumed to be entirely dependent on level 
of processing. According to this theory, rehearsal can 
maintain a trace but cannot strengthen it; only deeper 
processing leads to an increase in trace strength. It should 
be noted that depth of processing concerns the meaningfulness 
of the stimulus rather than the number of analyses performed 
on it. In the levels of processing theory, a primary or short 
term memory system is postulated which is assumed to be a 
flexible central processor and can operate at any of several 
levels, in any of several encoding dimensions. It is more 
like the original concept of William James.
We have to bear in mind that primary mem.ory has a limited 
capacity which is related to the limited attentional capacity.
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The depth of processing is determined by the task demand,
i.e., semantic processing would require deeper processing 
compared to a simple task of counting the letters contained 
in a word. Rehearsal is carried out in primary memory in 
'chunks', i.e., we can rehearse a sound, a letter, a word, 
an idea or an image. This may stop us forgetting or be 
used as a basis for deeper processing.
Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) , proposing their multi­
store model, emphasised the fact that long-term storage of 
imformation is often dependent,on the amount of rehearsal 
in the short-term store. The overt rehearsal technique 
proved this to be right to some extent (Rundus and Atkinson, 
1970). When a list of words belonging to different semantic 
categories was presented to subjects, it became apparent 
that rehearsal according to list category played a more 
active role in recall than the amount of rehearsal. In 
other words the quality of rehearsal could be much more 
important than the quantity.
Craik and Lockhart (1972) distinguished between two 
types of rehearsal: maintenance rehearsal, which simply 
involves the repetition of processing activities already 
carried out; and elaborative rehearsal, which involves a 
deeper or more thorough analysis of the stimulus. They 
assumed that only elaborative rehearsal enhanced long-term 
retention and maintenance rehearsal was not beneficial for 
it. This statement was rather controversial, since there 
was evidence against it. For example the effect of
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maintenance rehearsal is shown to be greater in the case 
of repeated items than in the case of one presentation 
with an equal length of rehearsal time, i.e., rehearsal 
for 4 seconds on each of three presentations is more 
effective than rehearsal for 12 seconds after one 
presentation (Rundus, 1977).
Also it was found by Glenberg, Smith and Green (1977) 
that a nine-fold increase in rehearsal time increased the 
probability of correct recognition while the increase of 
recall was very small. It could be said that recognition 
memory is more sensitive than recall to the effects of 
maintenance rehearsal. It would be more logical to think 
of rehearsal activities as a continuum ranging between 
pure maintenance and highly elaborative instead of the 
notion of a dicho tomy. Further studies support the 
idea that better recall is based on deeper processing 
and also on elaboration, such as making more connections 
at a given level of processing between the input and 
information in memory.
It is very likely that in a second language elaboration 
would probably be weaker because it requires extra processing
— ] 8 — /
This extra processing most probably involves the setting up 
of translational as well as informational links between the 
second and the first language. Initially the subject may 
translate information mentally into the first language into a 
convenient form, from there this translated form may be 
connected with other additional information. Thus the gap 
between the input and the links is greater than if the 
informational links were set up directly in the second 
language. This may therefore weaken elaboration because less 
direct and relevant links to the input are available.
Although the levels of processing approach does not have 
the rigidity of multi-store views, it faces criticism, on several 
points, like amnesics (who can process information at a deep 
level but cannot remember the topic of conversation).
Another problem about this theory is concerned with the 
meaning of 'depth' and its measurement. Also the theory only 
puts emphasis on the relation between deeper processing and 
meaningfulness rather than explaining the reason for it.
According to Eysenck (1984) 'any complete theory would 
have to take account of the fact that learning and memory 
depends upon at least four major factors: 1. The nature of the 
task given to the subjects; 2. The kind of stimulus material 
presented to the subjects; 3. The individual characteristic 
of the subjects (e.g., their relevant knowledge); 4. The 
nature of the retention test used to measure memory' (p.114) .
The main decision in the present study was to select a 
type of material which would be as meaningful as possible and 
very similar to information one would receive in normal 
everyday life. It was also essential to measure the retention
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rather than recognition ability if the task was to be similar 
to what we do in normal life. The nature of the task was to 
read information (presented as news bulletins) as one would 
read and attain information from a newspaper or a book.
The characteristics of the subjects were also taken into 
account, since it was mainly a specific group (Iranian 
bilinguals) having problems remembering everyday life 
information.
5 Retention of Prose in a Second Language
Bartlett was the first one to divert the attention in 
the field of memory from the classical work of Ebbinghaus 
to the more practical side of it. He used stories, passages 
of prose, pictures and American Indian picture-writing to 
investigate the retention of meaningful material. As he 
pointed out, most of the memory that we experience in 
everyday life is concerned with sequences of events, not 
isolated items. His most characteristic experimental method 
was that of serial reproduction, in which a subject would 
attempt to recall the same material on several occasions.
Bartlett, in attempting to explain the results of his 
famous experiment on the reproduction of an Indian folk tale, 
used the concept of 'schema' which was borrowed from the 
neurologist Sir Henry Head. As discussed above, a schema is 
an orhanised framework of knowledge. He suggested that ou r 
knowledge of the world comprises a set of models or schemata 
based on past experience. When we attempt to learn something 
new, we base our learning on already existing schemata. When 
these conflict with what is being remembered, distortions 
occur, as in the case of his subjects who modified the story
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to make it more consistent with their own view of the world.
We use what has been retained with our pre-existing schemata 
to try to recreate the original.' For thirty years following 
the publication of 'Remembering' by Bartlett (1932), there 
was relatively little development in our understanding of 
memory for prose. In recent years, however, with the trend 
away from the artificiality of the classical verbal-learning 
tradition, there has been a considerable growth of interest 
in the topic of memory for prose, approached initially from 
the viewpoint of interference and information theory and 
more recently, through the rapid growth in the area of psycho­
linguistics (Baddeley, -19 76).
It seems appropriate to investigate the subject of memory 
for prose in a second language to find out the difference, if 
there is any. The majority of research carried out in the field 
of bilingualism is concerned with more basic cognitive 
processes like reaction time measurements, naming objects in 
a second language and so on. Certainly each of these researches 
is informative, but, as Bartlett said, what we experience in 
everyday life is concerned with sequences of events, not 
isolated items. The present experiments were carried out with 
the objective of investigating the memory for 'real-life' 
information presented in a second language.
According to many findings mentioned before, bilinguals, 
especially non-balanced ones are slower and less efficient in ' 
their second (subordinate) language. Such inefficiency in 
memory was noticed by the present author in some Iranian 
bilinguals. The hypothesis was that the ability to remember 
in one's second language would be less than in one's first
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or native tongue. This could be because of less experience 
that one may have with a second language and this may cause 
less and slower comprehension. Because bilinguals are slower, 
they probably elaborate incoming information less and use 
narrower coding. More time is used on basic processes, 
leaving less for elaboration. Limited knowledge of 
vocabulary, gram.mar and syntax plus less usage of the second 
language, may contribute towards explaining this hypothesis.
First it was necessary to conduct a pilot study into the 
suitability of various types of material. Examples of Farsi 
literature and their translations were considered. For two 
reasons they were found unsuitable: firstly because they did
not contain enough information in them to be used for recall 
purposes and. secondly they seemed to be insufficiently 
interesting to hold the subject's attention to the end of the 
text. Then passages from an '0 Level' geography book were 
translated and six subjects were tested. They were found to 
be hard to comprehend for the subjects. Finally, it was 
decided that news bulletins might be a suitable type of 
material for this purpose, containing enough information and 
at the same time being interesting for the reader because of 
its close connection to everyday life and also because of 
the fact that they were straightforward to comprehend and 
a familiar form of input. Besides the very factual nature 
of the information meant that the retention of the information 
was relatively straightforward in comparison to, say a 
philosophical or literary text, where information has first 
to be extracted on the basis of the subject's own 
interpretation and then retained in that form. Since it was 
supposed that bilinguals could be slower in comprehending
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information, to ensure the whole text was covered, it was 
decided to allow the subjects to read the text and complete 
the questions in their own time. For the reasons mentioned 
above, the experiments were carried out using news bulletins, 
as explained in the 'Test material' section later.
CHAPTER II: EXPERIMENTS
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Method 
Experiment I
Aims
The main purpose of this experiment was to find out 
if the language of the text had an effect on recall by 
bilinguals. Prose was chosen as test material for two 
reasons. Firstly, because it was very similar to real 
life situations. Second, because little research had been 
carried out on this subject. It has been mentioned earlier 
(in the introduction) that different texts were considered 
in a pilot study and it was decided that the news bulletin 
was most suitable for this purpose.
While comparing bilinguals' ability to remember in two 
languages, two factors were taken into consideration.
1. It had to be ensured that the subjects' comprehension 
was adequate. In order to ensure that, it was decided that 
separate texts would be given for comprehension and recall, 
one in each language. Two texts were used for recall. To 
measure comprehension two additional texts of news bulletins 
were prepared. These two texts were very similar in nature 
to those used for recall. All texts were available in both 
languages and the assignment of texts to conditions was 
balanced (see chart of arrangement, p.27 ).
2. The second point to be considered in this experiment was 
to find out if the subjects' retention over time differed in 
their two languages. A short-term recall and a long-term 
recall test was given. Differences between languages could
be due both to comprehension and decay. By using comprehension 
scores as a covariate the comprehension component could be 
removed. If retention over time differs in the two languages,
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differences would increase in the long-term recall test 
compared with the short-term recall test.
Subjects
The subjects were 15 male and 17 female Iranians 
residing in England. Their ages were between 35 and 60.
Their native language was Farsi (Persian) and they had 
learnt English either in high-school or taken English courses 
later. They were non-balanced bilinguals. Their comprehension 
of English was measured during the experiment. All the subjects 
were volunteers. Fifteen subjects were rejected, four for 
not following the instructions correctly, three for switching 
the order of the question sheets, four who were absent for 
the second session, one for being unable to read Farsi, 
though she could speak it, and three did not continue because 
the English texts were too hard for them to understand.
Test Material
News items from BBC Radio World Service were recorded and 
a News Bulletin from BBC Television was kindly provided by 
Dr. C. Berry, Department of Psychology, North East London 
Polytechnic, which is appreciated and acknowledged.
They were translated into Farsi by the present author.
Four texts were needed altogether, two for memory tests; one 
in Farsi and one in English; and two for comprehension, one 
in Farsi and one in English. Since it was intended to have 
10 questions for short-term recall (STR) and 10 question 
for long-term recall (LTR), each text had to be long enough 
for this purpose. Each text was between 400 and 450 words.
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In each of the four texts different news 'items' were put 
together. They consisted of home news, foreign news, news 
from Ireland and some regional news. (The texts are in the 
Appendix). The four texts in total, each in two languages, 
Farsi and English, were numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4 with the 
initials IF (Farsi) and IE (English) and so on for texts 
numbers 2, 3 and 4. Twenty questions were devised for each 
text. Questions were in the same language as each text.
These were divided into two sets of 10 questions. One set 
was called 1 to 10 and the other set was called 11 to 20.
One set was to be used for STR and the other set for LTR. 
Having four texts in two languages and two sets of questions 
produces a wide range of possible combinations. It was 
decided that text numbers 1 and 2 should be always used 
together and 3 and 4 together to avoid complications. In 
half of the subjects texts 1 and 2 were used for memory and 
texts 3 and 4 for comprehension. For the other half, they 
were switched, so that 1 and 2 were used for comprehension 
and 3 and 4 for memory. The following chart shows how these 
were administered for the first four subjects. (See next 
page).
For the next four subjects, the memory and comprehension 
texts were switched, i.e., 3 and 4 were used for memory and 
1 and 2 for comprehension. The next eight subjects were 
tested in the same manner as the first eight, except that 
their sets of questions for STR and LTR were switched. In 
order to have 32 subjects, the same combinations were repeated 
once more. The design of the experiment was split plot with 
one between subjects factor (assignment of texts to conditions 
with eight levels) and two within subjects factors ('delay' 
and 'language of text' each with two levels).
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Chart of the arrangement of the first experiment 
(Comprehension sheets were randomized and given together)*
Subj ect 
No
Text language & 
question set
Memory texts 
No. 1 & 2
Comprehension 
texts 
No. 3 & 4
1
Text language 
STR question set -► 
LTR question set -»
IF
1-10
11-20
2E
1-10
11-20
3F 
1—10+ * 
11-20
4E 
1-10+ * 
11-20
2
Text language 
STR question set -> 
LTR question set -»
IF
1-10
11-20
2E
1-10
11-20
4F 
1-10 * 
11-20
3E 
1-10 * 
11-20
3
Text language 
STR question set -> 
LTR question set ->
IE
1-10
11-20
2F
1-10
11-20
3F 
1-10 * 
11-20
4E 
1-10 * 
11-20
4
Text language 
STR question set 
LTR question set -»
IE
1-10
11-20
2F
1-10
11-20
4F 
1-10 * 
11-20
3E 
1-10 * 
11-20
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Procedure
The subjects were tested for their STR and LTR and 
comprehension. They were informed that the purpose of the 
experiment was to find out if there was a difference between 
remembering information in their native language compared 
with their second language. Each subject had to be tested 
on two consecutive days. From 32 subjects, 20 were tested 
by the author and 12 were self-administered. (The reason 
for doing so was because either they did not live in London 
and the questionnaire had to be posted to them or they were 
occupied during the day time and preferred to complete the 
questionnaire during their free time).
The instructions were given orally if they were tested 
by the experimenter. In the case of self-administered 
subjects, they were written down on a separate sheet and 
attached to the test. The instructions were as follows for 
the two texts used for STR: "Please read the news bulletin
once carefully. You can read it at your own pace. Then put 
it aside and answer the questions related to it. Leave out 
the questions which you do not recall. Follow the same 
instructions for the second text in the other language".
For LTR, the instruction was as follows and was given the 
next day: "The questions that you are given are related to
the text that you read yesterday. Please answer the questions 
that you remember and leave blank the ones you’ve forgotten. 
Please keep them in the same language order as you did 
yesterday".
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After their STR and LTR had been tested, the subjects had 
to read two more texts, this time for comprehension, one 
in Farsi and one in English. They had to answer 20 questions 
for each text. The following instructions were given for 
this section: "Please read the news bulletin once and then
answer the questions related to it. Kindly refer to the text 
if you've forgotten the answer or are not sure of its 
correctness. In other words answer all the questions. Please 
follow the sam.e instructions for the second text".
To score the results, it was decided that a 'full credit' 
would be given to the right answer. No half credits were 
given. If the answers were neither completely correct nor wrong, 
they were treated as wrong ones (no credit was given).
Results
The average number of correct answers in each condition 
is shown in Table 1. Subjects were compared mainly for 
their recall of information in the native and second 
language. Analyses of variance and covariance (using 
comprehension score as the covariate) were performed to 
analyse the data. A split-plot design was used. The between 
subjects effects were: groups (assignment of passages) and
the within subjects effects were: delay, text language and
their interactions with'each other.
None of the between subjects effects were significant.
The results of the within subjects analysis showed that text 
language (F = 6.69; d.f. 1,24; p <. 0 2 5) and delay (F = 51... 6 3; 
d.f. 1,24; p < .001) were significant. None of the other 
within subjects effects or interactions were significant.
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Table 2 shows all the results of the analyses
Text language STR LTR Comprehens ion
Farsi 6 . 37 4.03 18
English 5.28 3.47 17.34
Table 1. Mean recall for Farsi and English texts (out of 
10) and mean comprehension (out of 2 0)
A related T test was carried out on comprehension scores, 
Farsi versus English. The result was significant at the 
5 percent level (T(31) = 2.30, p < 0.05).
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Source SS df
Var. 
est. F
Significance
Between Subjects 526.55 31 16.98 — -
groups 84.80 7/ 12.11 0.65 n.s.
passages ' 0.20 1 0.20 0.01 n.s.
other 84.60 .6. 14. 10 0.76 n.s.
Be t.Subs.within 
groups 441.75 24 18.40 -
'
Within Subjects 382.75 96 3.98 — -
de lay 126.00 1 126 51.63 p < 0.00,1
• de lay x groups 34.63 7 4.94 2.02 n.s.
delay x Sub.w.g. 58. 63 24 2.44 - 1
text language 21.95 1 21.95 6.69 p < 0.025
text lang. x group 7.69 7 1.09 0.33
1
n.s.
text lang. x sub.
w. g. 78.62 24 3.28 - 1
delay x text lang. 4.05 1 4.05 2.57 n.s. j
delay x text lang. 
X group 13. 35 7 1.90 1.21 n.s.
delay x text lang.
X sub.w.g. 37.75 24 1.57 - 11
TOTAL 909.30 127 7.15
Table 2. A^IOVA Results for recall, Experiment I (non-students)
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Discussion
The results of the first experiment support the hypothesis 
that more information is remembered in a bilingual's first 
(preferred or dominant) language. The difference due to 
language of text occurred both in short-term recall and long­
term recall and this difference was not significantly different 
in the two cases. This effect is present even when covariance 
is used to adjust the memory data for differences between 
languages in the comprehension scores.
The results follow the same pattern as earlier studies 
comparing bilinguals' abilities in their two languages 
(Dornic, 1979; Preston and Lambert, 1969 and Hamers and 
Lambert, 197 2) in measurement of reaction time/ (Skotko,
1979) in answering questions in the second language; 
(Guttierrez-Marsh and Hipple-Maki, 1976) in simple mathematical 
problems and (Ervin, 1961) in naming common objects in the 
stronger language.
The difference found in text language could be related 
to comprehension as the result of the t test on comprehension 
scores showed better comprehension in Farsi. Using compre­
hension scores as a covariate, which adjusts retention scores 
to take into account this difference in comprehension between 
Farsi and English, there was still a significant difference 
in recall associated with text language. The comprehension 
text measured subject's ability to understand the information 
with the text still present. However this method of measuring 
comprehension certainly does not include ease or fluency of 
comprehension which is likely to be much greater in Farsi due 
to life-time experience of the native language. This must
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have given subjects a great deal of familiarity with Farsi 
vocabulary which they lack in English. The subjects in 
this experiment, being unfamiliar with pronunciation and 
the exact meaning of some of the words and names of people 
and places mentioned in the texts, probably paid extra 
attention to these factors rather than rehearsal and elaboration 
which no doubt are important in retaining information received 
from the environment. What improves familiarity could be 
continued exposure or experience after initial basic learning 
of a second language. The following diagram illustrates this 
idea :
experience
familiarity
decreases
attention to physical 
aspects of the 
stimulus and 
eventually better 
elaboration and recall
increases
increases
comprehension and speed 
of processing information
According to Oldfield and Wingfield (1965) speed and 
accuracy of naming objects and pictures increases with 
familiarity of a name, as measured by its frequency of 
occurrence in the Thorndike-Lorge (1944) word count (in mono- 
linguals). This is also likely to apply to this group of 
bilinguals. The subjects of this experiment were both 
unbalanced and compound bilinguals. They were compound 
bilinguals since they acquired their second language in a 
different cultural background (Iran) from that natural to
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the language, so called by Weinreich (19 53) and Ervin and 
Osgood (1954). They were also unbalanced bilinguals since 
they only started the use of their second language 2-3 years 
before these experiments and only outside their home 
environment, which means that their native language is still 
far better than their second language.
Although comprehension was adequate for understanding 
the English text, reading of English would have certainly 
been slower.Had a time limit been enforced there would have 
been a possibility that the subjects would have failed to 
complete reading of the text, especially in the second 
language. Hence differences in recall between languages 
would be due, not to differences in memory, but in information 
processed during reading. Thus it was decided to ensure 
that all the information in both languages was read once, 
though with the risk that some subjects may not have completely 
observed the instructions to read through the passages once 
only.
The difference due to text language did not increase 
in long-term recall. This implies that the difference is 
due to early processing stages, possibly in comprehension, 
and not to trace decay. In theory use of the comprehension 
scores as a covariate should have eliminated this possibility 
but doubts about the adequacy of this procedure were dis­
cussed above. To overcome this, there is a need to use 
subjects with English and Farsi more equally matched in 
comprehension.
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In this experiment the question language used was 
the same as the text language. The effect of question 
language was examined in Experiment II which extended the 
study to subjects with different background in the second 
language. The decision to have a different type of subject 
was taken for two reasons: firstly, to find out if students 
differ from older adults and secondly, because they were 
easily available as subjects.
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Experiment II
The purpose of this experiment was to test a group 
with more balanced ability in Farsi and English and find 
out if the language of the questions was varied it would 
make any difference.
Sub]ects
The subjects were 32 Iranian students. Sixteen of the 
subjects were undergraduates in Colleges of the University 
of London, 4 were postgraduates in the University of 
Manchester, 6 were undergraduates from Universities of the 
United States and 6 were students who had passed their 'A' 
levels and were going to enter university in a few months. 
From 32 subjects, 19 were male and 13 were female. All the 
subjects had learned Farsi as their first language. Minimum 
Farsi education was 5th grade and maximum 12th grade (in 
Iran, children start school at the age of seven and grades 
go up to twelve). All 32 subjects were volunteers. Three 
subjects were dropped: two for misunderstanding the 
instructions and the third because of her inability to read 
Farsi.
Test Material
The material was the same texts used for Experiment I. 
Only texts 1 and 3 and their translations were used for this 
experiment (no significant differences between texts were
38 -
found in Experiment 1). This was decided because in this 
experiment, subjects were supposed to read only one text for 
memory and one for comprehension, but answer half of the 
questions in the same language as the text language and the 
other half in the alternative language. Of the 20 questions 
for each text in the previous experiment, the odd numbered 
questions were separated from the even numbered ones. One 
set was given in Farsi and one in English, half the subjects 
having the odd numbers in Farsi and evens in English and 
the other half the other way.
Procedure
Subjects were told that the purpose of the experiment 
was to find out the difference in bilinguals’ ability to 
retain information in their two languages.
The instructions were given orally as follows: 'Please
read the news bulletin once carefully. Do not read more 
than once, then put it aside and answer the questions which 
are related to the same text. For the questions for which 
you do not remember the answers, leave them blank. Please 
answer the Farsi questions in Farsi and English questions in 
English'. For the comprehension section, the instructions 
were as follows: 'In this section you will read another news
bulletin, please read it once. When you are answering the 
questions, if you've forgotten the answer or are not sure of 
its correctness, please refer to the text and find the right 
answer for that question. In other words, all the questions 
either in Farsi or English must be answered'. At the end of 
the instructions there was an extra line to remind them not
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to read the second text before the first one. (i.e., the text 
for comprehension.) In cases where the subjects had to 
administer the test themselves, the same instructions were 
written and had to be read before starting the text (it was 
attached to the front page of the news bulletin).
Of the 32 subjects, 16 subjects were given text No.l for 
memory and text No.3 for comprehension. The other 16 subjects 
were given the reverse arrangement. The comprehension test was 
always in the same language as memory. To balance out the 
language, half the subjects were tested on Farsi text and the 
other half on English text. The question sheets, i.e, 10 
questions in English and 10 in Farsi, were given in two 
different orders. For 16 subjects, the sairie language questions 
as the text they had read were given first and opposite 
language questions next and the remaining 16 subjects were 
given the opposite language question sheet first and the same 
language sheet next. The aim was to find out if switching 
language between text and questions would have any effect.
To make it clear, the following chart shows the experimental 
design.
Subject
No.
Text
Language
Question language 
and Numbers.
Question
Language
order
' P =0 p G
0 0 o I oZ X O -H
p p cn 
X  m3 O rn CL G
X 0 g • g 0
0 œ 0 o o XE-t G g 2 u
Odds in E evens in F 
Evens in E odds in F 
Odds in F evens in E 
Evens in F odds in E
E then F 
E " F
F " E
F " E
r o
• P =0 P G
0 0 0 10
2 X >|X 0 -H
P P W 
O -4 CL C
g • g 0
0 tn 0 O O x:
Eh G g Z  u
Odds in E evens in F 
Evens in E odds in F 
Odds in F evens in E 
Evens in F odds in E
E then F
E - " F
F " E
F " E
Chart of the arrangement of the second experiment
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This whole design was carried out twice to obtain a total 
of 16 subjects. To investigate the effect of switching, the 
experimental design was carried out once more, but the order 
of the question languages was reversed.
Results
The mean scores in the different conditions are shown 
in Table 4 below.
Text
lang
Recall Comprehension
F questions E questions F questions E questions
F 6.87 6.75 9.62 9.68
E 6.62 6.56 8.93 9.75
Table 4. Means for no. of questions correctly answered 
according to the text and question language.
(Maximum no. of correct answers for both recall and 
comprehension was 10)
The means of recall and comprehension were calculated and are
shown in Table 4. As the results show, the means are almost
the same, and no difference was produced by text language or
question language.
Considering the results of ANOVA (Table 5), neither 
between subjects factors nor within subjects factors were 
significant. In other words, language did not have any 
effect on students' ability to remember information in a 
second language. An additional control was examined by
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switching the order of question languages. To be clear, this
meant that half the subjects who read an English news bulletin 
then answered English questions followed by Farsi, while the
other half received the questions in the opposite order. The
effect of this was not significant.
The results of the analyses of covariance were also 
not significant. However, analysis of variance on comprehension 
showed a slight significance for 'Text language' and also 
'Question language' and their interaction. The results are 
shown in Table 7.
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Source SS df
Var. 
est. F Sig.
Between Subjects 232.9 31 7.51 - -
text language 0. 76 1 0.76 0 . 1 n.s.
switch 6.89 1 6.89 0.92 n.s.
text language x switch 17.02 1 17.02 2.29 n.s.
subjects within text 
language 203.23 28 7.43 - -
Within Subjects 56.46 32 1.76 - -
question language 0. 14 1 0. 14 <1 n.s.
question language x text 
language 0.02 1 0.02 <1 n.s.
question language 
X switch 1.26 1 1.26 0.64 n.s.
question x text lang. 
X switch 0 . 14 1 0.14 <1 n.s.
question language 
X subjects within 
text language 54.9 28 1.96 - -
Total 289.36 63 4.59
Table 5. ANOVA results for recall. Experiment II (students)
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Source SS df Var. est. F Sig.
Between Subjects 13 31 0.41 - -
text language 1.56 1 1.51 4.10 p<0 .1
subjects within 11.44 31 0.38 - -
Within Subjects 21 32 0.65 - -
question language 3.06 1 3.06 5.88 p<0.025
text language
X question language 2.25 1 2.25 4.32 p<0.05
rest 15.69 30 0.52 - -
To ta 1 34 63 0.53
Table 7. ANOVA results for comprehension (Experiment II)
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Discussion
The results of this experiment do not confirm the 
hypothesis. In other words, there was no difference in 
recall between first and second languages.
Considering Table 4 on page 40 the means for the correct 
number of questions answered according to the text language 
are almost identical.
Although the results do not support the hypothesis, 
they are in accordance with the results and conclusions of 
research carried out earlier (Magiste, 1979). According to 
this paper, even under optimal conditions, second language 
acquisition is a slow process. Usually development in com­
prehension happens earlier than production. To achieve a 
bilingual balance, it takes between 4 to 6 years, after which 
the second language will become the better one despite 
schooling in the first language. (This applies to individuals 
who are in the environment of their second language). The 
first situation is that^non-students who have not been in 
England long enough to become fluent in English and the 
second is that of students who have been here for a longer 
period and their fluency in English is almost similar to 
their fluency in Farsi.
In previous discussion on experiment I, evidence was 
cited that experience with verbal behaviour, like other 
behaviour, has a great effect in enabling an individual to 
have a better command of that behaviour. Remembering that all 
the participants of this group were students, taking different 
degree courses in a second language (English), obviously they 
have had the opportunity of using their second language much 
more than the adult group. Subjects in this group were more 
experienced in their second language compared to non-students.
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In the present experiment, students were given a 
comprehension test with no time limit. It was decided that 
subjects would be dropped if they had a low comprehension 
(less than 50%). Two were dropped because they did not follow 
the instructions correctly and one because she could not 
read Farsi; no one was dropped for low comprehension. The 
difference in Farsi and English scores for comprehension is a 
weak significance, supporting their almost equal comprehension 
in two languages. So we could actually say that more experience 
with a second language enhances the recall, but what is left 
uninvestigated in this experiment is the question of what the 
results would be if the subjects had to do their comprehension 
and recall test within a time limit. It seems that they might 
have shown a difference in that case. Dornic (1979) reports: 
"Although research reported in recent years has not yielded 
unambiguous results, most of it indicates that comprehension 
speed, i.e., the decoding efficiency (and consequently, the 
speed of responding to verbal stimuli) in a bilingual's 
second language is generally slower than in his first language 
even after many years' use of the former. This is even true 
for high-frequency words where one would expect complete 
'automaticity' of decoding. The semantic content of the 
words tends to be decoded more slowly, even at very elementary 
levels: the process of decoding words belonging to a
secondary system simply required more tim.e". If, by Dornic's 
account, speed is less in a second language, this would 
further inhibit the subjects in this experiment from 
comprehending if the time limit imposed should be less than 
needed for their comprehending ability. As the comprehension 
used here is mainly an implement for remembering and recall.
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it had to be ensured that the comprehension of text was as 
constant as possible for all subjects, in order to bring out 
differences in recall. Dornic's research differed in that it 
solely concentrated on comparing differences in comprehension 
and speed.
Besides Dornic (1979) mentions several factors that can 
change the relation between a non-balanced bilingual's 
language systems. He generally includes these factors under 
one heading: stress. He believes that: "the apparently equal
proficiency in a bilingual's two languages often rests on 
strategies and compensatory processes which he has learned to 
employ when using his subordinate language. If his 
pronunciation is good and his vocabulary reasonable, a mere 
simplification of his manner of expression m.ay conceal his 
slower functioning in the weaker language, his poor degree 
of automaticity, and sometimes even his inferior knowledge 
of gramm.ar and syntax. These shortcomings may well remain 
hidden until some stress is added. Information overload, 
environmental, emotional or social stresses, the necessity 
of rapid language switching, mental fatigue, and similar 
factors may unveil the latent dominance of one of his 
language systems". In other words, if we had set a time 
limit for the students as a stress factor, they might have 
shown a difference in recall.
The switching factor (order of question language) which 
was a between subjects variable did not show a difference 
and the result was insignificant. There are two points at 
issue here: 1. that the language of the question had no
effect on the subjects, presumably because language has no
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effect on these subjects anyhow; 2. the order of the 
language in the questions had no effect. This shows there 
was no loss of information while the first set of questions 
was being answered. Since there was no difference between 
languages in the effect of order, this suggests we do not 
need to include this variable in Experiment III.
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Experiment III
The main object of this experiment is to compare the 
influence of environment on three groups of subjects: an 
older adult London group, an older adult Tehran group and 
a student London group. At first impression one may predict 
that the Tehran group will produce worse results in their 
second language. Also we would predict that students would 
be superior to older adults in London and Tehran. Students' 
superiority to the other two groups could be due to the 
necessity of using their second language and their 
familiarity with vocabulary and syntax in that language.
Subjects
The subjects were 48 Iranian bilinguals; 16 were students 
studying in London, 16 were non-students aged between 3 5 and 
60 residing in London and 16 were non-students residing in 
Tehran, Iran. Their ages were also between 35 and 60. All 
the non-students had learned English as a second language, 
partly in high school and partly by individual courses.
Their comprehension was tested by one of the news bulletins.
If it was lower than 50%, the subject was rejected from the 
experiment. All together, seven subjects were rejected 
either for low comprehension or misunderstanding of the 
instructions (4 subjects from the students and 3 subjects 
from adults in London). The subjects were volunteers.
Test Material and Procedure
The material used for this experiment was exactly the 
same as in experiment II.
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The procedure was also the same as experiment II, 
with the exception that the question language order was 
not varied, i.e., subjects first were given the questions 
in the language of the text they had read, followed by 
the other set of questions in the other language.
Results
Table 8 shows the mean scores in the different 
conditions.
Text
lang
Reca]LI Comprehension
F questions E questions F questions E questions
F 6.04 5.12 9.66 9.20
E
i
4.79 4.87 9.33 9.37
Table 8. Means for no. of questions correctly answered 
according to the text and question language. 
(Experiment III). (Maximum no. of correct 
answers for both recall and comprehension was 10).
Considering answers according to the text language, the 
best result is obtained when the text and the questions are 
both in the subjects' first language. The second best result 
is reading Farsi text with English questions. In the case of 
the English text, the better result is when both text language 
and question language are kept the same. So the worst result 
occurs when the subjects read in their second language and 
have the questions in their native language.
The results for ANOVA (Table 9) did not show a significant 
result for the main effect (text language). Among the within 
subjects factors, only question language x text language was
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marginally significant (F = 3.21; d.f. 1,42; p < 0.1). 
Question language and its other interactions were all 
insignificant. The results of covariance did not differ 
from ANOVA. They are shown in Table 10).
Analysis of variance on comprehension scores, Table 11, 
shows that between subject variables were not significant 
and for within subject variables only the interactions of 
'question x text language' (F = 3.51; d.f. 1,42; p < 0.1) 
and 'question x text language x group' (F = 2.60; d.f. 2,42; 
p < 0.1) were slightly significant.
Source SS df Var. est. F Sig.
Between subjects 288.84 47 6.14 - -
text language 13.50 1 13.50 2.40 n . s .
group 18.90 2 9.45 1.68 n.s.
group X text language 20.68 2 10.34 1.84 n . s .
subjects within group x 
text language 235.76 42 5.61 - -
Within subjects 91.00 48 1.89 - -
question language 4.13 1 4.13 2.19 n.s.
question language x group 0.18 2 0.09 0.05 n.s.
question language x text 
language 6.04 1 6.04 3.21 p<0.1
question language x 
group X text language i.66 2 0.83 0.44 n.s.
question language x
subjects within groups 
X text language 78.99 42 1.88 - -
Total 379.84 95 3.99
Table 9, ANOVA Results'for recall. Experiment III (students, 
non-students London and non-students Tehran).
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Source SS df Var. est. F Sig.
Between Subjects 64.96 47 1.38 - -
groups 2.33 2 1. 16 0.79 n.s.
text language 0. 16 1 0. 16 0 . 10 n.s.
groups X text language 1.09 2 0 . 54 0.36 n.s.
subjects within groups
61,38 42 1.46 - -
Within Subjects 24.02 48 0.50
question language 1.04 1 1,04 2,41 n.s.
question language x 
group 1.09 2 0.54 1 .25 n.s.
question x text language 1.51 1 1.51 3.51 p <0.1
question x text language 
X group 2.24 2 1.12 2 . 60 p <0.1
Rest 18, 14 42 0.43 - -
Total 88.96 95 0.93 - -
Table 11. ANOVA Results for Comprehension, (Experiment III)
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Source SS df Var. est. F Sig.
Between Subjects 119.22 15 7.94 - -
text language 34.03 1 34.03 5.59 p <0.05
subjects within groups 
X text language 85.19 14 6.08 - -
Within Subjects 71.5 16 4.46 ( - -
question language 1.53 1 1.53 0.30 n.s.
question language x text 
language
0. 78 1 0.78 0.15 n.s.
question language x
subjects within groups 69.19 14 4.94 - -
Total 190.72 31 6. 15 - -
Table 13 ANOVA Results for recall. Experiment III 
(Older Tehran subgroup only)
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The results of each subgroup were looked at separately. 
According to Table 12, the Tehran group clearly obtained 
much worse scores in their English results for recall.
The subgroups were compared by planned comparisons, to 
discover whether they differed in the effect of text language. 
Two comparisons were carried out for the interaction of 
'group X text'. In the first comparison, the student subgroup 
was compared with the two older subgroups (London and Tehran), 
The result was not significant (F = 1.01; d.f. 1,42). The 
second comparison was between the two non-student groups.
The result of this comparison was also non-significant 
(F = 2.67; d.f. 1,42). For the interaction of 'question x 
group X text' the same two comparisons were carried out and 
again the results were not significant (F = 0.12; d.f. 2,42 
for the first comparison and F = 0.67; d.f. 2,42 for the 
second comparison).
A separate analysis was performed on the Tehran recall 
data alone with the results shown in Tables 13 and 14. This 
supports the difference predicted above (p.49) but is of 
course only weak support, having been carried out after 
inspection of the data.
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Discussion
The findings of the third experiment do not completely 
confirm the results of the first experiment. While the Tehran 
subgroup shows a difference in recall, the older adult London 
subgroup and students do not. The difference between the 
older London subgroup and the group tested in Experiment I 
which did show a significant effect of text language m.ay be 
due to the design of the experiment, having the 'text language' 
in the present case as a between subject factor. Experiment I 
had 'text language' as a within subject factor, which would 
be more sensitive when relatively small numbers of subjects 
are employed. Though the difference between groups in the 
effect of text language was not significant, it was suggestive. 
According to Table 13 (separate analysis of Tehran group),
'text language' is significant.
It is possible that the non-student group in London are 
more experienced compared to the non-students in Tehran, and 
those who were tested in Experiment I. As was discussed 
earlier, the fact that subjects have more experience means 
more familiarity and this in itself increases speed and 
automaticity and as a result enables the subjects to rehearse 
the material and elaborate, rather than spending their time 
on basic processing and comprehension. It should be taken 
into consideration that the older adult subgroup in London were 
tested almost one and a half years later compared to adults in 
Experiment I, which would mean more experience for them.
Another possible reason for this outcome may be due to the type
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of material presented to the subjects. Since the news 
bulletins consist of facts, the comprehension factor is 
involved to a lesser extent compared with more complicated 
passages. The fact that comprehension for both Farsi and English 
was almost equal as shown by the results of analysis of 
variance on comprehension, may support this idea. The 
subjects, no matter which language they read the material in, 
will either rem.ember the fact or they will not. This raises 
the question of what the results would be like if the subjects 
were presented with a different text, such as a literary text, 
a logical argument or a story similar to Bartlett's folk story, 
which make greater demand on processing capacity.
The interaction of text language with question language 
shows a slight significance. According to Table 8 when the 
text and questions are in the subject's first language, the 
performance is the best. In the case of English language, 
although the difference is small, still it is in the same 
direction, i.e., English text with English questions gives 
better results. This probably would mean that change of language 
has a negative effect on recall. A similar significant effect 
was obtained when ANOVA was carried out for comprehension.
For the comprehension results (Table 11) the effect of question 
language x text language x group was probably due to the fact 
that the Tehran subgroup showed poor performance, for the 
combination of English text and English questions.
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The results of the three experiments have raised two 
questions, the first question being the level of subject's 
fluency in a second language and its effect on recall and the 
second question being the effect of time limits for reading 
the text. The next experiment will consider the effect of 
these factors on Iranian bilinguals studying for a B.A. 
degree in English in Tehran.
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Experiment IV
Aims
Results of the three previous experiments had different 
outcomes, with text language showing an effect in non-student 
groups (except the London sub-group in Experiment III) and 
no effect in the student groups. To investigate the matter 
in more detail it was decided that a fourth experiment should 
be conducted in an attempt to improve the control of the 
factors of fluency and reading time. The subjects were 
divided into high and low fluency groups, and a time limit 
for reading the text was imposed on half of them, while the 
other half had no such limit in time to read the text. It 
was expected that fluency in the second language should 
enhance recall whereas an imposed time limit should decrease 
recall in the same language.
Subj ects
The subjects were 64 Iranian students in B.A. courses 
at two different universities in Tehran. They were all 
studying English language for their first degree. One of 
the universities chosen was only for women, so overall 58 
of the subjects were female and 6 were male students. Their 
education up to the 12th grade (this being the stage when 
they receive their high school certificate) was carried out 
in their first language (Farsi), with English being studied 
as their second language for the last four years of their 
high school course. They were accepted for the language 
degree course on the basis of National Entrance Examinations 
for Universities. When this experiment w^ as carried out the
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minimum education they had received as a university student 
was almost nine months (one school year). To be sure that 
their English knowledge and ability was adequate to compre­
hend the text to be used, one of the lecturers read the 
texts and confirmed that they were within the students' scope
Test Material
Texts Nos. 1 and 3 and their Farsi translations were 
used for the memory tests while Text No. 2 was used only in 
English to measure comprehension. (In Experiment 1 no 
significant differences between texts were found). There 
were 20 questions, half being in the same language as the 
text and half in the other language. All the questions of 
Text No.2 were in English, since it was intended to measure 
subjects' comprehension in their second language. Compre­
hension of their first language at this level of text 
difficulty was assumed to be equivalent for the groups 
assigned to the time limit or no time limit conditions and 
the groups yielding high and low fluency scores in English. 
This last assumption, as will emerge, appears to have been 
unjustified.
Procedure
The experimenter informed the subjects of the purpose 
of the experiment, to find out the ability to remember in 
two languages. This explanation was given in Farsi. To 
each questionnaire a separate sheet was attached asking for 
a self rating in the second language. They first had to
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rate themselves on a scale which described their English 
fluency as: very good, good, above average, average, below 
average, poor and very little. The scale was scored from 
7 to 1. (This measure was not in fact used in the experiment, 
for reasons discussed later.) Then each subject had to 
read Text No.2 in English for comprehension and answer 20 
questions in English related to that text. It was mentioned 
that they could refer to the text if they did not remember 
any of the questions. They were then given either Text No.1 
or 3 for their memory test. Order of presentation of the 
texts and assignment of texts and questions to languages 
were all counterbalanced. The chart shows the arrangement.
According to their comprehension score on Text No.2 
the subjects were then divided into high and low fluency 
groups in their English language, with 32 subjects in each 
group. Half of these subjects had to read the texts on a 
time limit basis which was 5 minutes for Farsi texts and 10 
minutes for English texts. The other half were free to read 
it at their own pace. Time limitation was estimated on the 
grounds of an earlier pilot study. 20 students were chosen 
at random and were asked to read the texts once carefully.
Half read English texts and half Farsi texts. The reading 
time was taken by a stop watch as soon as they began to read 
the text. The watch was stopped as they finished. The 
maximum time obtained for Farsi and English was regarded as 
the time limit to be used in the 4th experiment. Thus the 
limit was a generous one, to ensure completion by all readers, 
even in the group given a time limit.
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The instructions for the memory test were given orally 
and in Farsi. They were as follows: "Please read this text
once carefully and try to remember as much as you can.
Later you will be asked to answer questions related to this 
text. Please answer English questions in English and Farsi 
questions in Farsi and do keep them in the same order that 
you are given." When the readers finished the text it was 
taken from them and questions were handed out.
The chart on p.65 shows the assignment of Texts Nos.
1 and 3 and the related questions. This arrangement was 
repeated four times adding up to 64 subjects.
Results
Table 15 shows the mean scores for recall and compre­
hension according to text language, question language, fluency 
(high and low) and time (limited and not limited).
The results of ANOVA showed that the difference between 
the two fluency groups was significant (F = 6.29; d.f. 1,60; 
p<.0.025). The time limit factor and its interaction with 
fluency were not significant. The results for within subjects 
factors showed a significant effect for text language 
(F = 37.40; d.f. 1,60; p< 0.001), a m.argLnally significant 
effect for question language (F = 3.34; d.f. 1,60, p<^0.1) 
and a significant interaction of text language by question 
language (F = 35.91; d.f. 1,60; p^ 0.001). None of the other 
within subjects interactions was significant (see Table 16).
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Low Fluency
High.Fluency
Time Limit
No Time Limit
Text 
lang.
Recall Comprehension
F Ques .| E Ques. F Ques. E Ques.
F 5.40 j 4.15 -
E 2.68 1 3.46 16.06
F 6.84 ; 5.00 -
E 3.75 1
i
4.59 18.62
F 5.96 I 4.65 -
E 3.12 ; 4.12 17.34
F 6.28 1 4.5 -
E 3.31 1
i
3.93 17.34
Table 15. Experiment IV. Means for recall and comprehension 
according to text and question language for the 
fluency (high and low) and time (limited and not 
limited) conditions. (Maximum number of responses 
was 10 for recall and 20 for comprehension).
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Source SS df var. est. F Signif.
Between Subjects 866.72 63 13.74
Fluency 79.88 1 79 .88 6.29 p <0.025
Time 0.1 1 0.1 C 1 n.s.
Fluency x Time 25.63 1 25.63
i
2.32 n.s.
Subjects w.g. 761.11 60 12.68 - -
Within Subjects 907.25 192
!
4.72
Text Language 190.79 1 190.79 37.40 p < 0.001
text Lang X Flu. 0.03 1 0.03 < 1 n.s.
(Text Lang X Time 0.09 1 0.09 <1 n.s.
T.L. X Flu X Time 1.41 1.41 0.27 n.s.
T.L. X Subjects 306.43 60 5.10 — _ 1
Question Language 8.63 1 8.63 3.34 p < 0.1
Que. Lang. X Flu. 1.13 1 1.13 0.43 n.s.
Que. Lang. X Time 2.84 1 2.84 1.10 n.s.
Q.L. X Flu. X Time 0.04 1 0.04 <1 n.s.
Q.L. X Subjects 155.11 60 2.58 - ——
T.L. X Q.L. 89.06 1 89.06 35.91 p< 0.001
T.L. X Q.L. X Flu. 1.73 1 1.73 0.69 n.s. i
T.L. X Q.L. X Time 0.05 1 0.05 C 1
1
n.s. I
T.L. X Q.L. X Flu X 
Time 0.87 1 0.87 < 1 n.s.
T.L. X Q.L. X Subj s . 149.04 60 2.48 -
Total 1773.93 255 I 6.95
Table 16. ANOVA Results for Recall. Experiment IV.
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Discussion
The results of this experiment show that the effects 
of text language, question language and the interaction of 
these were all significant and these effects did not differ 
between groups of high and low fluency. Considering the 
previous experiments, text language had a significant effect 
in Experiment I, while in the second and third experiments 
(except for the Tehran sub-group in Experiment III), no 
effect for text language was found.
The similar outcomes in the first and fourth experiments 
are most probably because of the similarity of the linguistic 
background of the subjects used in these two experiments.
In Experiment I, as discussed before, the subjects did not 
have enough practice with their English. They always spoke 
their native language at home and they had been in England 
for two or three years at the time of the experiment. To be 
reasonably fluent they needed to live here for a longer period 
Subjects in Experiment IV also never used their second 
language except in the classroom and then only for the purpose 
of studying English as a university course. They always used 
their first language at home and never practised their 
second language in the outside environment.
The subjects in Experiment II, who were all students in 
London, made active use of their second language both in the 
classroom and in the outside environment and this was probably 
the reason for not showing a difference between the two 
languages. In the third experiment both adults and students 
were tested and no difference due to text language was found 
for the whole group. But when the sub-groups were taken
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separately, adults in Tehran showed a difference due to text 
language, while students and adults in London did not. The 
London adults in this experiment were relatively more 
experienced and fluent in their English than the adults in 
the first experiment. They had been here for a longer period 
of time (approximately four years) and had more practice.
It seems that if we put the subjects of the four experi­
ments in an order according to the degree of use they had 
made of their English at the time of the experiment, the 
students in London (Experiments II and III) would have made 
most use, followed by adults in London (Experiment III) and 
in last position would be the students (Experiment IV) and 
adults in Experiment I and Experiment III (Tehran sub-group). 
The last three groups all showed inferior recall in English.
A simple comparison could be made between four experiments 
as shown in Table 17 below.
A close inspection of the table reveals that groups 
which show bigger differences between Farsi and English recall 
in favour of Farsi are the groups that also show greater 
comprehension differences, in favour of Farsi (though in 
Experiment IV no measure of Farsi comprehension was taken 
the English comprehension scores are low in the context of 
the other experiments).
Question language also had an effect. Recall was better 
for Farsi questions than English questions. Also subjects 
could recall better when the languages of the text and the 
questions were the same. This pattern occurred in experiment 
III as well, though the effect was not large enough to be 
significant. Table 18 shows the average number of questions
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Comprehension Recall
^^^^L^nguage
Experiment'\^
Farsi English Farsi English
Maximum No. 
of Questions
I 18 .00 17.34 6.37 5.28
comprehension: 20 
recall: 10
questions and text 
in the same lang.
II 9.28 9 .71 6.75 6.65
comprehension: 10 
recall: 10
questions half in 
F and half in E
III (Tehran) 
sub-group
Ill(London) 
sub-group
9.62
9.50
9.25 5.62 3.56
comprehension: 10 
recall: 10
questions half in 
F and half in E
9.62 5.68 5.56
III(student) 
sub-group 9.18 9.18 1
5.43 5.43
IV I
not
mea­
sured
17.34 10.70 7.64 comprehension: 20 recall: 20
questions half in 
F and half in E
Table 17. Means for comprehension and recall in two languages 
for four experiments.
Recall
^ ^ u e s .  1
1 Farsi
Text
English
Farsi 6.12 4.58
English | 3.22 4 .03
1
Table 18. Experiment IV. Means for correct recall according 
to text language and question language. (Maximum 
No. of correct answers was 10).
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for correct recall in each case. It can be compared with the 
similar table for Experiment III (Table 8, page 50). It is 
not possible to compare the results with experiment 1, since 
the subjects had to answer the questions in the same language 
as the text language, once in English and once in Farsi.
(In Experiments III and IV half the questions were in the 
same language as text and half in the other language.)
Fluency had a significant effect, but did not interact 
with the other variables, thus the superiority of the more 
fluent group occurred not only for English memory but for 
Farsi as well,i.e. high fluency group answered more questions 
correctly both in English and Farsi. This difference can be 
seen in Table 19 below.
Recall
E. Text F Text
Low Fluency Group 6.15 9.56
High Fluency Group 8.34 11.84 '
1
Table 19. Experiment IV. Means for correct recall 
according to fluency and text language. 
(Maximum No. of correct answers was 20)
This result can probably be interpreted as a difference 
in overall language and memory ability. It would be more 
appropriate to call it "individual language potential" rather 
than fluency. This conclusion was reinforced by a re-examina­
tion of Experiment I. It was found that English and Farsi 
comprehension were related over subjects (r = 0.65; df = 30; 
p< 0.001). Unfortunately this possibility was not considered
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when designing Experiment IV, so Farsi comprehension was not 
measured since it was assumed that subjects' comprehension 
of their native language would be nearly perfect for the 
factual texts used. In this case it was expected that groups 
high and low in English fluency would show no difference in 
memory for Farsi text, but only for English text. This 
assumption seems to have been unjustified. However if there 
is a relation between comprehension in two languages, it means 
that it would have proved difficult to control fluency 
separately in the two languages by finding groups equal in 
Farsi comprehension and different in English comprehension 
or vice versa. Since comprehension in the two languages 
seems to be related (on the evidence of Experiment I) and 
memory performance is also related (in the present experiment), 
the findings further support the view that memory differences 
are closely related to comprehension, which differs both 
between languages and between groups of differing ability.
The time factor did not have any effect. The groups 
with a time limit performed as well as the groups with no 
time limit. The mean number of questions correctly answered 
was identical for English text for the two groups and almost 
the same for Farsi text (Table 20).
Recall
E Text F Text
Time limit group 7.25 10.62
No Time limit group 7.25 10.78 1
Table 20. Experiment IV. Means for correct :
to time limit and no time limit for each text 
language. (Maximum No. of correct answers was 20).
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This result may be due to the fact that the group with 
a time limit were given enough time to read the text to the 
end and there was not much time pressure as such. If the 
time limit was so short that slow readers were not able to 
read to the end of the text, then the results could not be 
relied upon as measures of recall. This problem will 
probably be present as long as subjects read the texts 
themselves. It may be overcome if the texts are recorded 
over two different lengths of time and used to test listening 
comprehension instead of reading comprehension, or the texts 
could be presented in short sections on a video screen to 
test the reading comprehension.
In future experiments of this nature the main point to 
be considered has to be the subjects' degree of bilingualism. 
Comprehension measurement is necessary, but the method used 
in these experiments needs to be improved upon as it was not 
sufficiently sensitive. Subjects showing worse comprehension 
do show worse recall, but using analysis of covariance to 
eliminate comprehension differences between languages did not 
remove recall differences. It is likely that comprehension 
tests used here measure both natural ability and years of 
learning. Within a group of similar subjects as in Experiment 
IV they measure the former, but with subjects of different 
backgrounds (Experiment III), both factors are measured. Thus 
comprehension scores in Experiment IV are likely to be related 
to recall in both languages, while in Experiment III they will 
be related also to differences between languages. To investi­
gate only the effect of years of learning, subjects would have 
to be matched in natural ability. (The nearest example of this
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would be Experiment I versus Experiment III, London sub-group). 
It is also likely that people equal in comprehension as measured 
here differ in other ways. It could be the extent to which 
people use their second language, and the extent to which the 
second language is available to them. In other words compre­
hension alone (as measured here) is not the most crucial factor, 
but mastery and fluency of the second language counts far more.
There are measurements called "degree of bilingualism" 
(Macnamara, 1967a) by which a bilingual's fluency can be 
measured. They could be used prior to the experiment. In 
fact in the fourth experiment one of these measurements called 
"self-rating" was used. Unfortunately this did not seem 
suitable for the particular subjects that were used, as the 
results of comprehension and self-rating did not correspond. 
Subjects with high comprehension rated themselves low and 
vice versa, so it was decided that comprehension scores would 
be used, because they were more objective. Other such 
measurements called "fluency tests" seem to yield better 
results for the purpose of measuring the degree of bilingualism. 
In such tests speed of response to verbal stimuli or speed 
of verbal production in two languages is measured. These 
measurements are: Ervin's (19 61) picture naming test; Rao's 
(1964) simple instruction test; Lambert and his associates 
(1955, 1959) have taken reaction times in response to 
instruction to press keys; Scherer and Kerteimer (19 64) have 
used subject's judgement of statements to be true or false; 
and finally Johnson (1953) required subjects to say as many 
words as possible in one language and later in the other 
language in a limited time.
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One of these methods should prove more sensitive as an 
indicator of fluency than the type of comprehension test 
used in the present experiments.
CHAPTER III; CEÎŒRAL DISCUSSION ANT) 
CONCLUSION
/ /
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Overall, the results suggest that there is an advantage 
in recall for the first language in the groups which are not 
using their second language actively and the use of their 
first language has preference as in Experiments I and IV. 
Improvement in second language towards becoming a balanced 
bilingual helps this difference to disappear as was the case 
in Experiments II and III (with the exception of the Tehran 
subgroups.)
Of
Considering Experiments I and T J  in which we had different 
outcomes two points have to be mentioned: (a) that the design
of the two experiments were different, (b) that the subjects 
in Experiment I were less fluent. The subjects of Experiment 
III being tested one and a half years later, had the opportunity 
to use and practice their second language compared to the 
subjects in Experiment I. Due to the differences mentioned, 
it would be unwise to expect similar results from both.
Also subjects were looked at individually in Experiment I 
and III. It was noticed that eight subjects out of sixteen 
(50% of the London subgroups in Experiment III) have received 
higher education in their second language. This could be 
responsible for the non-significance of the effect of text 
language, i.e., for these people there was no difference between 
their two languages, while in Experiment I eight out of thirty- 
two subjects (25%) had higher education in their second language. 
The difference in design of the two experiments made the 
comparison of the means of the subjects with and without higher 
education in their second language impossible (in Experiment 
III due to random assignment of the text language, 2 subjects
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out of the 8 who had received higher education had read Farsi 
text and 6 English text). Therefore it is important to note 
that in Experiment I the mean result of recall for individuals 
without higher education in their second language was 
responsible for the difference in recall of the two languages 
as summarised in the table below:
Recall 
F text E text
Individuals with higher education in 
a second language
Individuals without higher education 
in a second language
6.62 6.62
6.29 4 .83
\
mean No. of recalls out of 10
Originally the comprehension measurement was meant to 
deal with the extent of second language knowledge, but later 
it was realised that it does not deal with this problem 
adequately. Over the four experiments it was found that 
although comprehension did not differ greatly for reading 
the English text some groups showed an effect for text language 
and others did not. A possible way of overcoming this problem 
could be the measurement of comprehension and recall by the 
same set of questions to ensure that subjects have not missed 
out any information in the text. By this method first they 
read the text and answered the questions while the text is 
presented as comprehension. On the same day they would be 
tested for their short-term memory by a subset of exactly the 
same questions and later for their long-term memory by answering 
another subset of the same questions.
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The results of the present experiments indicate that 
progress in the second language helps the individual reach 
almost the same level of capacity in remembering as in the 
first language. However, it does not reveal whether, given 
an equal length of time for carrying out the same task 
(reading and recalling) in each language, the subjects will 
lag in their second language; the speed with which the 
bilinguals will carry out the task in their second language 
may be less. Therefore the speed factor is very important, 
especially when the practical implication is considered, 
such as when bilingual students are supposed to prove their 
equal capability in a situation with a time limit, such as 
examination.
In the present experiments the news bulletin was chosen 
because it was thought that the great majority of the subjects 
would be interested in it (because of the political situation 
in Iran) . At the same time they would be familiar with the 
type of information they would be receiving. This could 
guarantee that the subjects' comprehension of the material 
would be adequate. It is necessary to mention that in a pilot 
study, four different texts were prepared from an 'O' level 
geography text book; the test was carried out with six subjects, 
but the texts proved to be too hard to comprehend, so it was 
decided that the text should be changed.
Possible future investigations may include the measurement 
of degree of bilingualism coupled with speed measurement, 
and second by testing memory for material which has already 
been questioned by comprehension tests so that attention can 
be controlled.
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Conclusion
This research was started with the hope of explaining 
one original informal observation, which was that it seemed 
that adult Iranians were not able to retain simple names, 
facts and figures connected with their daily life or work.
The idea was that bilinguals are not able to remember in their 
second language as efficiently as in their first. In the 
first experiment this original impression was justified by 
finding that there was a noticeable difference in remembering 
the information between the two languages, in the favour of 
the first language. However, this was not confirmed when 
the design and the type of subjects were changed to Iranian 
students in London. This was an unexpected outcome, because 
the comprehension factor did not explain the original result 
since all the scores were adjusted to differences in compre­
hension. Therefore the only explanation for the difference 
in Experiments I and II lies in the category of subjects used.
We find the criterion to be fluency rather than comprehension. 
This can only be because the students are in a more advanced 
state of fluency in their second language, which enables them 
to achieve a nearly equal capability to that in their first 
language. However, the non-students in Experiment I, in spite 
of their good comprehension, are not yet at this stage.
According to the results of Experiment III they can also 
achieve the status of the students if they become as fluent, 
i.e., no evidence has been found for permanent disability in 
remembering for non-students. To increase their fluency, the 
non-students would benefit from the advice that they should 
improve their language within the environment of that particular 
language. This advice is based on the results of Experiments
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III and IV in which the worst performance was by the Tehran 
groups who are far removed from the English language environ­
ment and do not have the advantage of experiencing the usage 
of language in that environment.
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APPENDIX
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The Chancellor of the Exchequer has announced cuts - 
amounting to six hundred million pounds in an effort to 
stabilise Britain's economy in the coming year. This is 
expected to affect teachers, doctors, civil servants and 
pensioners. In an angry debate in the Commons last night, 
the Opposition expressed out-rage and disgust at these 
proposals and called on the Chancellor to resign. The m o t i o n , 
however, was carried by a majority of six.
The Human Rights Organization, Amnesty International 
says that it has sent a message to the South African F rime 
Minister, urging him to halt the use of torture and detention 
without trial of political prisoners in Namibia. The movement 
has called for an independent judicial enquiry into reports 
of torture in Namibian prisons for a review of the cases of 
all political prisoners. It said that police and troops had 
sweeping powers of arrest and there was no protection for 
those seized.
Foreign ministers of NATO countries are beginning a two 
day meeting in Brussels later today. It is expected that the 
main topic will be East-West relation following the death of 
Mr. Brezhnev.
In Leeds, a 32 year-old man, John Smith, has been found 
guilty of the murder of a high court judge at his home near 
Preston last year. He was sentenced to life imprisonment 
with a recommendation that he serve a minimum of 25 years.
It was a revenge killing, the court was told; the victim, 
judge William Davis, had once sentenced Smith to a short period 
of imprisonment. As he was led from the court. Smith shouted
T-1
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at the judge. I ’ll cut your throat when I get out. Smith 
waited 13 years to do what he intended.
It is going to cost you more to run the family car.
The price of petrol is to go up by 2 pence a gallon from 
September 1st.
The Westbury Pageant, celebrating the bi-centenary of 
the birth of our famous local artist, Francis Hall, will be 
opened by the Mayor at 2.30 p.m. in the Sports Ground. There 
will be archery contests, fencing displays. Admission 50 
pence, 10 pence for children.
This is Radio West, and the time is 28 minutes past nine.
Now over to Simon for the traffic news:-
Well, it is not a very good picture, I'm afraid. There are
road works on the A99 just outside Westbury and this is
causing considerable delay. There's a burst gas pipe in
Westbury High Street and traffic is building up there. And 
we've just had news of an accident at the junction of St. 
Mary's Road and Brook Street. It seems to be a pretty 
serious one. Traffic is being diverted to Cook's Road.
There is a heavy tail-back and the police say that any one 
who can avoid this route would be well advised to do so.
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PLEASE ANSV/ER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1 - How much is the government cutting back?
2 - What is the reason for the cut backs?
3 - with a majority of how many votes was the proposals of 
the cut backs carried on?
q. _ What did the message of Amnesty International ask?
5 - How long will the meeting of the ministers of the 
mentioned countries last?
6 - What was the sentence for the murderer?
7 - According to the News, how much will the price oi 
petrol go up?
8 - How much was the admission for adults?
9 - where are the road works going on
10- where did the gas pipe burst?
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ^
1 - Who announced the cut backs?
2 - Who will be affected by the cut backs of the government?
3 - To whom was the message of Amnesty International sent?
4- - Ministers of which countries are having a meeting?
3 - where did the murder of the high court judge take place?
6 - Hov/ long did the murderer wait to do what he intended?
7 - where did the pageant celebration take place?
8 - what was the celebration for?
9 - what was the time, announced on the Radio?
10- To which road were the cars diverted, after the.accident?
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More cut backs have been proposed by British Leyland. 
Workers at the Company's bus and truck division will be 
told tomorrow of a major reorganization plan which will mean 
the loss of several thousand jobs. Worst hit will be the 
plant at Leyland in Lancashire where 1500 workers could be 
made redundant. This plant makes the Road Train model, the 
heavy trucks of Leyland range. It employs 8000 people, 
that’s close on half the total labour force in British 
Leyland’s truck business, so the redundancies here are likely 
to be substantial.
The Americans say Pakistan has refused to accept 
delivery of F 16 warplanes because they are not fitted with 
advanced electronic equipment, carried in similar aircraft 
used by the U.S. airforce. The first six planes were due 
to be delivered to Pakistan this week. Pentagon officials 
say discussions are being held to try to deal with the problem 
The F 16 aircrafts are part of a six year military and 
economic deal worth more than 3000 million dollars.
Another Ulster Defence Regiment man is shot in the north. 
It happened in County Tyrone. The dead man was a part-time 
ÜDR member. Police say that the man was shot as he was 
making deliveries from a building contractors to a house in 
Olympic Drive. The gunman held up the owners of the house 
and lay in wait until the victim arrived in his lorry. The 
latest shooting came as Royal Ulster Constabulary headquarters 
in Belfast issued a statement about the worsening security 
situation. The statement says that Provisional Irish
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Republican Army campaign of murdering leading citizens and 
members of the security forces is an attempt to provoke 
the Protestant community to extreme action. The statement 
said that the IRA had planned a massive bombing campaign, 
but action by security forces had so far prevented it. 
Meanwhile three more victims of the latest outbreak of 
violence were buried today. At the funeral of Mr. Harvey, 
the Parish priest Reverend Christopher Knight, said that 
Mr. Harvey was an innocent victim of a random sectarian 
Assassination. Mr. Harvey was a member of Clanron Football 
Club. Several top officials were among the mourners.
The nationwide search for Robert Peters and David 
Summers, the two eleven-year old schoolboys who have been 
missing from their London homes for six weeks has ended. 
The boys were found in a youth hostel in the West of the 
country. They were posing as French schoolboys visiting 
Britain, but their identity was discovered when a party 
of genuine French boys arrived.
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1 - Where will cut hacks take Diace?
2 - Which plant is the worst hit because oi the cut backs?
3 - What tyre of rlane has Pakistan refused to accect?
^ - What was the reason for refusing the olanes?
- To which Regiment did the nan who was shot belong to?
6 - In^which street did the gujcr.an lie in wait?
7 - How nany were buried following the latest cut breaks?
8 - In v/hich city did the missing boys live?
9 - As whom, were the boys posing?
10- How much was the military and economic deal with Pakistan 
worth?
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PLEASE ANSV.3R THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1 - In which division will workers be told about the plan?
2 - How ir.anv reoole will be made redundant?
3 - Which country announced that Pakistan has recused to 
acceot the olanes?
q - How many planes were due to be delivered that week?
5 - In which count y was the person shot dead?
6 - V/hich group is believed to be responsible for the 
shooting?
7 - For how long were the two boys missing?
8 - where were the boys found?
9 - When was the boys' true identity revealed?
10- To which club did Mr. Harvey belong?
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British Aerospace succeeded tonight in breaking into 
the i miTien s e ly competitive American market with a deal that 
rivals the selling of the Harrier Jump Jet to the U.S.
Marine Corps. In a Trans-Atlantic phone call the Air.erican 
Defence Secretary, Williarri Spencer, told his British opposite 
number, Tom; Brook, that Hawk beat its Germ an/ French rival, 
the Alpha, and several Amierican products. The order is for 
up to 300 of the planes ; the deal is worth half a billion 
pounds with considerable scope for more sales later.
Eventually the Americans may buy thousands m.ore of them.
It is very difficult to sell m.ilitary equipment to the 
Americans as other Western countries have often complained 
over the years. Official NATO policy is that there should 
be a two-way traffic, sales from Europe to the United States, 
not just from the America to Europe. Even so, its never- 
been easy to practice and this deal took a y e a r . The Hawk, 
the chosen aircraft of the Red Arrows, is a highly s-uccess- 
ful aeroplane. It first went into service with the Royal 
Air Force in 1975 and is powered by a single Rolls Rcyce 
engine. T ne U.S. Navy Secretary was invited to fly it himself 
and he liked it.
Tony Doglass has failed to get into Labour’s Shadow 
Cabinet although he got 66 votes, which was more than 
expected in view of Michael Gibbson’s advice to Labour
\
Members of Parliament not to support him. Five new members 
were elected to the enlarged Shadow Cabinet; Peter Johnson, 
David King, Raymond White, Jonathan Edwards and Brian Scott.
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Rcman Catholic bishops in the United States today 
called for America to end its aid to El-Salvador. El-Salvado; 
is 80% catholic. It is ruled by a right wing group backed 
by America to the tune of 175,000,000 a year. America says 
it’s to stop left wing guerrillas backed by Cuban arms and 
Soviet meney taking over the country. In the resulting civil 
war, thirty thousand people have died in the last two years 
and the number grows daily.
The President elect of Mexico Mr. Miguel-de-la-Madrid 
who is to be sworn in later today has announced his cabinet.
He is keeping on a num.ber of ministers from the previous 
administration including the finance minister, Mr. Silva 
Hetsog who conducted the recent negotiations with the Inter­
national Monetary Fund over Mexico’s massive foreign debits. 
Among the newcomers are the foreign, defence and interior 
ministers.
Helicopters and rescue ships have been searching for 
four crewmen of a Belgian trawler which has gone down off 
the Cornish coast. The body of one crewman has already 
been found, so has the trawler’s empty life boat. The 
search will be resumed tomorrow.
—  J. V  f —
PLEASE ANSUEm THE FOLLCVEHG QUESTIONS '
1 - In which market have British Aerosrace had success?
2 - Who was the American Secretary of Defence?
3 - How long did it take for the Anglo-Americ?n deal to be 
completed?
4 - yYhat did the Roman Catholic bishoos call for?
3 - Which army backs the left-wing guerrillas in El-Salvador
6 - In which year were the Hawks used for the first time?
7 - what does official NATO; policy stress?
- Which country’s President elect is liiguel-de-la-Hadrid?
9 - How many people were in the lost trawler?
10- How many votes did Tony Doglass get?
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1 - V/hat did British Aerospace sell to the U.S. before the 
present deal?
2 - How much was the deal between Britain and America worth?
3 - Name two of the elected members of the Labour r'arty 
cabinet?
y - *7hat cercent of the oeoole in El-Salvador are Catholic?
5 -  Ho'w many people have been killed in El-Salvador?
6 - what is the type of engine used in Hawks?
7 - How many new rismbers were added to the Labour Party 
cabinet?
8 - Who remained at his post in fir. Miguel-de-la-Iiadrid ' s 
cabinet?
9 - Mhat did the rescue team find?
10- Where was the trawler lost?
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Police in London are searching for three prisoners 
who escaped after they stabbed a prison o f f i c e r  a n d a 
passer-by in Kennington. More than 100 police were brought 
in to search the area. The prison officer was stabbed in 
the heart with a flick-knife; he is inlntensive care; his 
condition is described as stable. Police say the men are 
very dangerous and the public should not approach them.
They escaped from a bus on the way from the Old Bailey to 
Br i X ton . The passer-by was stabbed w.h en they tried, 
unsuccessfully, to steal his c a r . He's said to be 
"sat isfactory" in hospital.
In Dublin, hundreds of students marched through the 
city centre to protest at the raising of the school entry 
age. The march was organized by the Union of Students and 
its President Mr. Collin said the raising of the school 
entry age would mean unemployment for teachers. He said 
that no pre-school education was available and the waiting 
list for kindergarten places is two years.
The President of U.S. said tonight that he was dis­
appointed by the Soviet reaction to his peace plan; a White 
House spokesman said it was clearly a very quick analysis 
by the Russians and there were some misinterpretations of 
what the President had said.
President Mubarak of Egypt who began a State visit to 
India yesterday, is having talks with the Prime Minister 
Mrs. Gandhi. The two leaders are discussing the non-aligned 
summit meeting which is to be held in Dehli next March and
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the Middle East situation. Speaking in a banquet in Delhi 
yesterday Mr. Mubarak called for the immediate withdrawal 
of Israeli troops from Lebanon and accussed Israel of open 
violation of Lebanon's independence and territorial integrity 
The Egyptian President said that he believed there was now 
a golden opportunity for the new move for peace but this 
was impossible to achieve in the shadow of mii lit ary occu­
pation. In his welcoming speech, the Indian President 
Mr. Zail Singh said the rights of the Palestinian people' 
must be fully realized.
The United States defence department has formally 
notified Congress of plans to sell 34 tanks to Lebanon.
The sale is part of President Reagan's aid programme 
designed to strengthen the Lebanon army to enable it to 
assume full responsibility for the country's security.
M r s . Laura Thompson of Eastbourne has been awarded 
first prize in the West Country Am.eteur Drama Competition 
for her performance as Desdemona in the famous play "Othello", 
A car w as stolen about 9 p.m. last night from the Paramount 
cinema car-park. It is a green mini, registration number:
ARK 7392. Anyone seeing this car is asked to telephone the 
police: 153 5555. Do not approach the driver.
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1 - How many prisoners had escaped?
2 - How did the prisoners escape?
3 - when did the prisoners escape?
4- - who organized the student’s march?
5 - What has the president of U.S. pul forward?
6 - Where will the non-aligned summit meeting take olace?
7 - what is the name of the President of India?
8 - To which country will the tanks be sold?
9 - What is the reason for selling the tanks?
10- Give the registration number of the stolen car.
4.-1
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS /
1 - How many policeman were searching for the prisoners?
2 - How was the prison officer attacked?
3 - In which city did the students march?
4- - What did the White House spokesman say about the Russian 
reaction?
5 - Name the two leaders who had a discussion together?
6 - what did the President of Sygept ask for, in his speech?
7 - Vfnat did the President of India refer to, in his talks?
8 - The defence ministry of which country anriounced the sale 
of the tanks?
9 - Whose part did mrs, Laura Thompson perform?
10- From where was the car stolen?
L-2
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION
1 - How much is the govermeat cutting back ?
2 - Who announced the cut back ?
5 — With a majority of how many votes was the proposals of 
the cut backs carried on ?
4 — To whom was the message of Amnesty International sent ?
5 - How long will the meeting of the ministers of thi 
mentioned countries last ?
6 - where did the murder of the high court judge take place ?
7 - According to the news, how much will the price of petrol 
go up ?
8 - Where did the pageant celebration take place ?
9 - Where are the road works going on ?
10- What was the time , announced on the Radio ?
1-1 Od.E
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION
4 - What is the reason for the cut backs ?
2 - Who will be affected by the cut backs of the government ?
3 - What did the message of Amnesty International ask ?
4 - Ministers of which countries are having a meeting ?
5 - What was the sentence for the murderer ?
6 - How long did the murderer wait to do what he intended?
7 - How much was the admission for adults ?
8 - What was the celebration for ?
9 - Where did the gas pipe burst ?
10- To which road were the cars diverted , after the accident?
1-2 Ev.B
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PLEASE A1I3W5R THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS
1__ In which market have British Aerospace had success ?
2 - What did British Aerospace sell to the U.S. before the 
present deal ?
3 - How long did it take for the Anglo-American deal to be 
completed ?
4 - Name two of the elected members of the Labour Party - 
cabinet .
3 - Which a r m y  backs the left-wing guerrillas in Sl-Salvador ?
6 - How many people have been killed in Sl-Salvador ?
7 - What does official NATO policy stress ?
8 - How many new members were added to the Labo^ur Party cabinet?
9 — How many people were in the lost trawler
10- What did the rescue team find ?
3-1 Od.E
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PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTION
1 - Who was the American Secretary of defence ?
2 — How much was the deal between Britain and American worth?
3 - What did the Roman Catholic bishops call for ?
4- - What percent of the people in El-Salvador are Catholic ?
3 - In which year were Hawks used for the first time ?
6 - What is the type of engine used in Hawks ?
7 - Which country's President elect is Miguel-de-la-Madrid?
8 - Who remained at his post in Mr. Niguel-de-la-Madrid's 
cabinet ?
9 - How many votes did Tony Doglass get ?
10- Where was the trawler lost ?
3-2 Ev.B
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RAW DATA: EXPERIMENT I
Non-Students, London
STR LTR Com. STR LTR Com
Ss F E F E F E "s F E F E
F E
SI 8 4 4 4 20 16 S17 6 5 4 4 20 18
S2 6 8 3 5 17 15 S18 6 0 4 0 17 16
S3 8 2 1 1 17 16 S19 7 7 3 3 19 18
S4 5 5 1 3 19 19 S20 6 8 5 4 19 19
S5 10 9 5 7 20 20 S21 3 2 0 1 16 15
86 1 1 1 1 20 18 S22 6 5 1 1 12 11
S7 8 8 7 7 20 19 S23 9 7 7 5 20 20
S8 6 1 5 3 18 16 S24 8 8 6 6 20 20
89 8 6 4 1 18 17 S25 5 2 0 0 20 16
SLO 9 8 7 6 18 19 S26 3 8 6 5 18 19
Sll 4 6 7 3 14 16 S27 3 4 3 4 19 19
S12 7 6 8 8 18 16 S28 9 6 4 4 19 19
S13 6 7 5 3 17 20 S29 7 4 4 2 18 19
514 4 5 3 1 16 19 S30 8 9 8 7 15 13
S15 6 0 2 0 18 16 S31 10 8 7 7 20 19
S16 4 2 1 0 16 18 S32 8 8 3 5 18 16
S = Subjects 
F = Farsi (Persian) 
E = English
STR = Short Term Recall 
LTR = Long Term Recall 
Com. = Comprehension
Max. Recall score for STR and LTR is 10 
Max. score for comprehension is 20
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RAW DATA: EXPERIMENT II
Students/ London
Recall Comp. Recall Comp.
Text F E F E "s F E
F E
SI 7 8 7 10 S17 3 6 9 10
E
S2 10 8 10 9 S18 4 1 8 10
S3 9 8 10 10 S19 5 4 10 10
F
S4 6 9 10 9 S20 10 6 10 10
S5 7 9 9 10 S21 10 7 8 10
E
S6 6 6 9 10 S22 8 8 10 9
S7 3 5 9 10 S23 8 8 10 10
F
S8 5 4 9 10 S24 7 5 10 10
S9 10 7 10 10 S25 3 4 9 10
E
SIO 8 9 9 10 S26 7 8 10 10
Sll 8 9 9 10 S27 8 7 9 9
F
S12 9 8 10 10 S28 5 8 10 9
S13 4 7 9 9 S29 7 7 7 10
E
S14 7 6 9 10 S30 5 4 10 9
S15 9 9 8 9 S31 7 9 10 10
F
S16 3 2 10 9 S32 8 7 10 10
13
H
:
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z
M
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W
X
<
I
0  0 0 0 0 3 3 3  3
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13
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04
C E
0 0
13 CJ 0  0 0  0 0  0 0  3 3  3 3 3
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z
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RAW DATA: EXPERIMENT IV
University Students^ Tehran
Time Limit Group, Low Comprehension
Recall
Ss
Farsi Text English Text English
Compre­
hensionF . Ques. E, Ques. F . Ques. E . Ques.
1 5 5 0 3 17
2 7 3 2 2 17
3 9 8 4 4 16
4 1 6 1 5 17
! 5 2 . 1 2 1 17
1 61 6 7 2 3 17
7 2 5 4 4 17
8 2 1 0 1 14
9 3 2 2 3 14
10 5 1 1 2 17
11 9 5 6 5 17
12 8 4 5 4 17 1
13 7 6 1 4 15 1
14 3 1 0 2 16
15 4 6 2 3 15 ;
16 6 4 4 4 14
Max. Recall score is 10
Max. Comprehension score is 20
Contd/
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RAW HATA: EXPERIMENT IV
University Students, Tehran
Time Limit Group, High Comprehension
Recall
Ss
Farsi Text English Text
1
' English 
Compre­
F . Ques. E . Ques. F . Ques. E . Ques.
hension
1 8 7 2 2 20
2 9 2 0 1 18
3 6 5 3 0 19
4 10 7 6 6 19
5 4 3 1 4 18
6 10 6 2 4 18
7 9 8 3 8 18
8 9 10 4 5 18
9 3 2 7 5 19
10 10 7 7 9 18
11 6 4 1 2 19
12 3 0 3 5 19
13 3 5 6 8 18
14 8 8 6 7 19
15 8 4 9 10 20
16 6 6 4 6 18
Contd/
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RAW DATA: EXPERIMENT IV
University Students, Tehran
No Time Limit Group, Low Comprehension 
Recall
Ss
Farsi Text English Text Engl
Comp
hens
F . Ques. E . Ques. F . Ques. E . Ques.
1 7 4 1 3 16
2 9 2 1 2 15
3 3 0 0 3 17
4 8 3 1 2 14
5 9 8 5 6 17
6 6 2 3 3 17
7 5 2 7 4 14
8 6 5 3 1 14
9 5 4 3 3 17
10 5 2 6 5 17
11 1 4 1 1 15
12 4 1 0 2 16
13 4 7 3 3 17
14 5 8 6 7 17
15 10 8 4 9 17
16 7 8 6 7 17
Contd/
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RAW DATA: EXPERIMENT IV
University Students, Tehran
No Time Limit Group, High Comprehension 
Recall
1
! Farsi Text English Text English
Compre­
1
F . Ques. E . Ques. F . Ques. E . Ques.
hension
1 5 4 6 1 IB
2 8 3 6 6 18
3 6 8 1 1 19
4 6 2 3 2 19
5 8 8 5 2 18
' 6 6 5 6 6 18
7 5 5 4 6 20
8 9 5 2 6 18
9 3 2 2 1 19
10 7 5 1 1 18
11 7 3 3 3 18
12 10 7 9 10 19
13 5 3 2 1 18
14 6 5 1 5 19
15 9 7 4 7 20
16 7 4 1 7 19
